HPPAR Travel Grant

The US Office of Naval Research Global is supporting the Workshop on Human Perception and Psychology in Augmented Reality (HPPAR) with travel grants for the international attendees. These grants will only partially support attendee travel and participation in the workshop. The University of South Australia will distribute the travel grant money immediately after the workshop to those people who attended the workshop and qualify for the grant.

Participants of the workshop are eligible if they:
1) attend the workshop in full,
2) are resident outside the US, and
3) are from a non-US university (US citizens at foreign universities are OK).

Grant amounts are estimated at between $250 and $500 depending on the number of applicants. The University of South Australia will distribute the travel grant money immediately after the workshop to those applicants who attended the workshop and qualify for the grant.

If you are interested in applying for one of these travel grants, please fill out this form. Email the form to: committee@hpparworkshop2015.com

Full Name: _____________________________

Country of Residence: __________________

University: _____________________________

Position at the University: __________________

Email: ________________________________

Full Contact Address: ______________________

______________________________